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Summary.

The effectiveness of a beam-riding missile is greatly influenced by the mutual effect of noise and non
linearities. The former is mostly due to radar jitter, while the principal non-linearity is that introduced by
limiting the lateral acceleration of the missile to a safe value. For the beam-riding system discussed in this
paper the degree of saturation is such that the linear analysis is inadequate, and account must be taken of the
non-linearity. With certain assumptions, the system can be described analytically: further approximations
lead to optimum values of the disposable parameters for obtaining the minimum miss distance.

The analysis shows that, while optimum values of the parameters can be specified for a restricted class of
target trajectories, a more detailed study of likely target manoeuvres is necessary before an overall optimum
can be defined.
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1. Introduction.

1.1. The guidance accuracy of a beam-riding missile is considerably influenced by jitter of the
radar beam, which gives false information to the system concerning the target motion. Since the
jitter spectrum embraces the bandwidth arising from target manoeuvre, it is not possible to eliminate
the jitter by filtering without losing relevant target information. In a completely linear system, the
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mean miss distance when attacking a manoeuvring target is not affected by jitter (assuming that the
mean value of the jitter is zero), but a scatter about the mean is introduced by the response of the
missile to the jitter signals, and an induced drag due to jitter acceleration appears.

1.2. If the system is non-linear, however, the mean miss distance is also affected in the presence
of jitter, and the scatter is modified by partial saturation of the control system. The most important

non-linearity (and the only one considered here) is that introduced by limiting to a safe value the
lateral acceleration demanded of the missile. In the system at present envisaged, the (modified)
error signal is limited rather than the control-surface deflection, in order to maintain the synthetic
damping of the missile weathercock oscillation obtained by internal feedback. Near-critical damping
of the weathercock mode ensures that the achieved acceleration will not exceed the demanded value.

1.3. The control surfaces are error-actuated, so that, to produce an acceleration equal to that
of the beam, the missile must lag behind the beam by an amount determined by the stiffness of the
missile control loop. The presence of both jitter and limits increases this lag by reducing the effective
stiffness: a larger error is required to give the same mean deflection of the control surface. It is
shown in this report that the non-linear system (in the sense defined above) can be analysed if
certain assumptions are adopted, and if both the spectral density and the distribution of the noise
are known or assumed.

1.4. The magnitude of the jitter associated with the true error signal can be controlled by the
stiffness of the radar tracker. A stiff tracker implies a wide bandwidth, so that while the lag of the
beam for a manoeuvring target is reduced, the mean lag of the missile behind the beam and the
dispersion about this mean is adversely affected by the increased jitter. (The jitter is superposed on
the true error signal, so that the total signal is clipped asymmetrically by the limits, producing a
bias which opposes the true error. This effectively reduces the stiffness and therefore increases the
mean lag. Thus an increased beam jitter produces not only a greater dispersion, but also an increased
mean lag behind the beam). On the other hand, a narrower tracker bandwidth improves the missile

response by reducing the jitter, but worsens the tracking qualities of the radar for a manoeuvring
target. Similar considerations apply to the missile control-loop stiffness: increasing it reduces the
mean lag but increases the dispersion and the jitter acceleration, while for a reduced stiffness the

reverse is the case. On these grounds it appears that optimum values may exist for tracker and
missile acceleration lags which minimise the total miss distance. If further approximations are made
to simplify the equations, the optimum values and the miss distances which then obtain can be
arrived at analytically.

1.5. The performance is also influenced by a number of other parameters, notably the phase
advance network constants and the damping ratios of missile and tracker; their effect is to some extent
included in the analysis. The remaining parameters are determined by considerations other than
that of minimising the miss distance.

2. Analysis of the System with Jitter and Acceleration Limits.

2.1. The Mean and R.M.S. Control-Surface Deflections.

The main elements of a typical beam-riding system in one plane are shown in Fig. 1. The mean
positions of target, beam and missile are denoted by <hT >, <hE> and <hAl>; th~ G's refer to the
spectral densities of stationary random processes with zero mean, and the a's to their variances.

3
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It is assumed that the acceleration limiting device is defined by the relations

and

V' = V,

V' = L,

V' = -L,

-L< V<L,

V~L,

-L ~ V,

where V, V' are instantaneous values of input and output respectively, and L is the limiting value.
It is shown in Appendix I that, if the input of such a device consists of a steady value x, together

with a time function having a probability distribution <p(x) in amplitude, the mean output <y) is
given by

<y) = J::+X) (x+x)<p(x)dx + L J:-x <p(x)dx - L J~:+X) <p(x)dx, (1)

and the mean square output by

(2)

(4)

For a normal distribution, the expressions (1) and (2) become

and

(
C2 ) [ (X + L) (X - L)J<y2) = L2 +! 2: + x2 - L2 erf ---c- - erf ---c- -

C (X2+ L2) [ 2xL . 2XLJ- V
7T

exp - C2 L cosh C2 + X smh C2'

where 1/ C is the modulus of precision. (C2 = 2 x variance.)
These equations can be applied to the beam rider if a steady state exists. Referring to Fig. 1, the

average input to the limiter is Sf;, and the variance of the jitter is (Su)2. Thus the mean rudder

deflection <0 is given by

<0 = !(St+gs)erf (S;u:~s) - !(Se-gs)erf (~;u~~s)

(5)

and the mean square rudder deflection

<(;2) = gs2 + !(S2u2+S2f;2_gi) [erf (?';u~~) - erf (S;u~/~s)J -

(6)

The variance a'2 of the rudder deflection is by definition

(7)
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In the steady state the missile acceleration gM is proportional to the mean rudder deflection: if
<0 is expressed in units of demanded acceleration, this can be written

(8)

where RM is the missile range and ethe angle of the sight line. (The rudder deflection/acceleration

constant has been absorbed in the stiffness S.)

2.2. An Approximation for the Spectral Density after the Limiter.

Equations (5) and (8) gi've a relation between e, the mean lag of the missile behind the beam,
and a 2, the variance of the phase-advanced jitter spectrum. The latter is a function of both the
beam and missile displacement spectral densities, so that to proceed further it is necessary to find
G', the spectral density after the limiter.

It is possible to obtain a formal solution for the relation between the spectral densities before and
after a non-linear device, provided that the amplitude distribution is known (see Appendix II).
For the limiter however, the solution is unamenable to further calculation in the sense required
here, so that recourse has to be made to simplifying assumptions.

It will be assumed that the limiter does not affect the shape of the spectral density/frequency
curve, but reduces its magnitude by the factor

(a'/Sa)2

this being the ratio of output to input mean square values. This gives

The assumption 1S correct if the input spectral density is constant with frequency-the only

effect of the limiter is to reduce the r.m.s. value. For other spectra the area under G'/frequency
curve is correct, but the shape of the curve will be somewhat different.

Fig. 9 shows the effect of a linear rectifier when the input spectral density is constant with

frequency up to wo, and zero thereafter. On comparing the correct output spectral density (as
obtained in Appendix II) with that given by the above approximation, it will be seen that the latter
is only in error in the vicinity of the cut-off frequency W o' Since in practice the input power spectrum
will not have a sharp cut-off, the distortion is likely to be less than in the case shown.*

The amplitude distribution after the limiter is of interest in that it affects the amplitude distri
bution of the input via the main feedback loop (Fig. 1). If the distribution at the limiter input is
gaussian, the output is gaussian for amplitudes less than the limits and zero outside them. The
filtering action of the missile will smooth out these sharp discontinuities, so that the missile jitter
will again tend towards a gaussian distribution.

* Since this report was written, the author's attention has been drawn to a pap~r by Middleton ('The
Response of Biased, Saturated Linear and Quadratic Rectifiers to Random Noise.' ]. App. Physics, Vol. 17,
October, 1946), in which the effect of limiting is discussed in some detail. Middleton uses a gaussian curve for
the input spectral density, as well as a gaussian amplitude distribution; with this particular input it appears
that the shape of the power spectrum is not greatly affected by the limiter, even in the presence of a large d.c.
term. Further, it is shown that the spread introduced by a linear rectifier is reduced if saturation occurs, as
in a limiter. It appears therefore that the approximation used above is a reasonable one.
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2.3. The Missile-Beam Error, the Missile Dispersion and Jitter Acceleration.

With the above approximation, the stiffness amplifier and acceleration limiter behave as an
amplifier with a gain of a'!a as far as the jitter is concerned: in other words, the effective stiffness
of the system is now a'!a instead of S.

Considering the jitter only, the forward transfer function of the missile control loop (see Fig. 1)
can now be written as ,

a
- X(p)Y(p),
a

where a'!a is the transfer function of amplifier and limiter, X(p) the phase-advance network, and

Y(p) the missile.

The error spectral density is therefore

and the phase-advanced spectral density

G=
X(jw)

1 + -- X(jw) Y(jw)
a

or

G=
X(jw)Z(jw)
----,,_._--------

1 + a' X(jw) Y(jw)
a

(9)

Integrating each side of equation (9) over w, and noting that

one obtains

f
CN.,

a" = 0

X(jw)Z(jw)

1 + -- X(jw)Y(jw)
a

(10)

From equations (5) and (8),

gM = RMB + 2RJlJ = HSe+gs)erf (S;a:~s) - t(Se-gs)erf (S;;~~s)

Equations (6), (7) and (8) give

'2 _ 2 2 1(S2 2 S2,2 2) [ f (S6 + gs) f (Se -gS)Ja - gs - gJl1 + 2 a + (, -gs er 7rr:r:..Jz- - er -8;--:;:;2 -

6
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The integration in equation (10) can be performed for known or assumed constants of the tracker,
the missile and the phase-advance network, giving a relation between a and a'. Equations (10), (11)
and (12) therefore determine a, a' and e, the mean lag of the missile behind the beam.

The spectral density GM of the missile displacement jitter is then given by

X(jw) Y(jw )Z(jw)

1 + a' X(jw) Y(jw)
.a

from which

aM
2 = <hM

2) - <hM )2 = (~r f: X(jw) Y(jw )Z(jw)

1 + ~ X(jw) Y(jw)
a

(13)

where aM is the r.m.s. displacement of the missile about its mean position.
Finally, the missile mean square acceleration due to jitter is

gJ2 = <(d2h~v) 2) _ <d
2
h::)2 = (~) 2J00 w4 X(jW! Y(jw )Z(jw)

dt dt a 0 1 + ~_ X(jw) Y(jw)
a

(14)

Equations (10) and (14) suffice to determine e, the mean lag of the missile behind the beam, and
the jitter components of the missile displacement and acceleration.

2.4. The R.M.S. Miss Distance.

The total mean miss distance is the sum of the missile and beam lags. If () is the sight-line angle
from tracker to target, and RT the target range, the transverse lag of the beam is A2RT 8, where
A is the angular acceleration lag of the tracker:

where gT = RT 8 + 2RT B= the transverse target acceleration.
The total mean miss distance D is then given by

or
D = e + A2RT 8 ]

D = e + A2(gT - 2RT B)
(15)

where e is a function of gj,j : that is, of RlJ.£' Band 8.
It should be noted that, since both missile and tracker in the system considered have acceleration

lags (the latter angular, the former linear), a steady state will only exist if

and
8 = constant (for the tracker) ]

(for the missile).

The dispersion about the mean is aM' SO that the r.m.s. miss distance is

(16)
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The mean and Lm.S. miss distances can therefore be calculated from equations (to) to (16)

when the target manoeuvre and the system functions are defined; the required functions and

parameters are:

Z(p) the transfer function of the tracker, relating target angle to beam angle.

Y(p) the missile transfer function relating rudder deflection and lateral acceleration.

X(p) the transfer function of the phase-advance network of the missile control loop.

S the stiffness of the missile control loop (= I ja2 , where a2 is the missile acceleration lag).

gs the maximum permissible lateral acceleration of the missile.

GT the spectral density of the primary radar jitter.

RT target range.

8, iJ the angular velocity and acceleration of the sight line induced by target manoeuvre.

The tracking servo is assumed to be sensibly linear, so that for the purpose of this analysis only

the overall transfer function Z(p) need be specified. The missile loop on the other hand must be

specified in detail, since the position of the non-linearity within the loop is of importance.

If the missile acceleration is not limited (gs ---» 00), the equations reduce to those of the linear

system, giving
a' = Sa

and

B gM 2
eam Lag = € = S = a lJM .

2.5. The Form of the Transfer Functions.

The form of each of the functions X(p), Y(p) and Z(p) fm the beam-riding system IS well
defined; the missile function is very nearly

(18)X(p) =

where Ww, U", are the weathercock angular frquency and damping ratio respectively. This function

includes the modifications to Ww and U w obtained by appropriate internal feedback.
The stabilising network is a phase-advance circuit of the form

1 + PT ,
T

l+p~
n

wherc Jl is in the range 10 to 20. The time constant T and the missile control-loop stiffness S govern

the damping of the fully controlled motion, so that for a given degree of damping T is determined

by S.
The tracker transfer function will be taken to be of the form

Z(p)

(K+28)A
1 + P (1 + 28K)112

'[ KA ] [ 28A A2 J'
, 1 + P (1 + 28K)li2 1 + p (I+ 28K)ili~ + p2 1 + 20K

8.

(19)



The forward transfer function has a double pole at p = 0, so that there is no angular velocity
error. A2 is the angular acceleration lag, [) the damping ratio and K a constant of the stabilising

network.

2.6. If all the parameters are known, the mean miss distance and dispersion can be found
from equations (10) to (16) for a given target manoeuvre. The assumptions are:

(i) A steady state exists, i.e. the target manoeuvre is constant for a period long compared with
the time lags of the system.

(ii) The noise distribution is gaussian.

(iii) The limiter reduces the magnitude of the spectral density without altering its frequency
distribution.

The relations (10) to (16) form a set of simultaneous transcendental equations, so that optimum
values for the parameters can only be found by numerical evaluation over a range of parameters
and target manoeuvres. The remainder of this report is concerned with establishing the optimum
values analytically, by using further assumptions and approximations.

3. Choice of Parameters for the Minimum Miss Distance.

3.1. The Disposable Parameters.

It is required to choose the disposable parameters so as to minimise the mean or Lm.S. miss

distance.
The disposable parameters of the missile system are:

ww, Uw the weathercock frequency and damping ratio-each can be adjusted by internal
feedback.

7, n

the frequency and damping of the 'control weave'.

the loop stiffness-this largely determines We'

the time constant and attenuation constant of the phase-advance network.

(20)

Not all of these parameters are independent, and some are determined by considerations other
than that of minimising the miss distance.

The tracker constants are

A2 the angular acceleration lag

[) the damping ratio

K a constant of the tracker stabilising network.

3.2. An Approximation for the Phase-Advanced Error Spectrum {Equation (1O)}.

If typical values are inserted in equation (10), it is found that the integral remains nearly constant
when the ratio ai/a is varied from zero up to its expected maximum value.

Equation (10) may therefore be written

a2 = f: X~jw)Z(jw) 1

2
G

T
dw

1 + ~ X(jw) Y(jw) I

f: IX(jw)Z(jw) I2GT dw.
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The absolute maximum for a'Ja is S~this occurs if there is no acceleration limit (gs --+ 00), or

no jitter (a = 0). With practical values of jitter and missile acceleration limits the maximum value

of a'Ja will be considerably less than S~that is, the effective stiffness is considerably reduced by

jitter (see Section 6).

The assumption is in effect that the missile jitter contributes nothing to the phase-advanced error

jitter. This can be justified as follows: the missile will only respond to that part of the jitter spectrum

within its pass-band, so that the contribution of the missile jitter to the error jitter affects only the

lower part of the spectrum. On the other hand, the phase-advanced jitter consists mostly of the

higher frequencies, for which the gain of the phase-advancing network is considerably greater than

that for low frequencies. The missile does not respond appreciably to these higher frequencies:

they are only of interest in that they saturate the control system and reduce the effective stiffness

for the legitimate error signals.

The use of approximation (20) greatly simplifies the calculation, since the integral

a 2 ~ f: IX(jw)Z(jw)12GT dw

can be evaluated directly in terms of A2, a2, GT , T and n. The missile lag e is then given by (11) and
hence the mean miss distance D can be found from (15), The same approximation however does

not hold for equation (13), so that an explicit expression for missile dispersion and r.m.s. miss

distance cannot be obtained.

3.3. An Explicit Expression for a.

In order to obtain an explicit expression for the miss distance D, it is necessary to evaluate the

integral

a2 ~ f: 1 X(jw)Z(jw) I 2GT dw

in terms of the tracker and phase-advance network parameters.

Consider first the integral

(20)

6.wT = I:J 1 Z(jw) 1
2 dw ,

where 6.wT is the noise bandwidth of the tracker. If Z(p) is defined by equation (19), the integration

gIves

6.WT = K4 _~-;2~~~~i:)+i~ [(K + 8) (1- 2K8) + K3(K +4f3l-t-__~_~2__+ IJ '

and the mean square value of the beam jitter is 6.wTGT' it being assumed that GT is constant with
frequency at least over the bandwidth of the tracker. For target courses for which (J is constant,

the mean lag of the beam behind the target is determined only by A, and is independent of 8 and K.
The optimum values for the latter parameters are therefore those which minimise the expression
for 6.wT , since this condition will give the least beam jitter without affecting the beam lag.

The minimum value of 6.wT occurs when K = 0 and 8 = t, in which case 6.w'l' = 7l'JA. However,
the parameter K is associated with a time lag in the tracker, and cannot therefore be made zero.

For a given K, the optimum value of 8 (i.e. that for which 6..wT is a minimum) is given by

8 t = ! +1 K + ? K2 _ ! K3 - _~!.. K4 +
op 2 4 16 8 216

Taking K = (). 2 as a reasonable value, this gives 80pt = O· 57, and 6.wT

10
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Thus 8 = 0·57 is the optimum damping ratio of the tracker (with K = 0·2) for constant iJ
targets. In order however to compare the numerical results of the theory developed here with the
simulator results discussed in Section 4, the values K = 0,2, 8 = 1, will be taken, since these are
the values used in the simulator.

With these values, t1wT = 1· 28 7TfA, so that the noise bandwidth of the tracker is 10% greater
than the minimum bandwidth (8 = 0·57). However, it is shown later (Section 3.4) that the
minimum mean miss distance varies as the two-sevenths power of the jitter spectral density; the

miss distance is therefore hardly affected by changing 8 from 0·57 to 1.
It should be emphasised that this applies only to constant iJ targets: the miss distance against

target courses which generate higher derivatives of e may be more critically dependent on the
value of 8.

The noise ,bandwidth of the combination of tracker and phase-advance network is

t1w = J: [X(jw)Z(jw)[2 dw.

Taking equations (18) and (19) as representing X(p) and Z(p) respectively and putting K = 0·2,
8 = 1, this gives on integration:

t1w = 7Tn2 [0.617(35T2- A 2) _ 118nAT3(0·29T2-n2A2). +
A (n2A2-35T2) (35T2-n2A2) (1·4T2-n2A2)2

+ 3· 08(A2 - 2· 52T2) _ 1·19(A2 -1· 4T2) (n2A2 - 4:.45T2)J (21)
(n2A2-1·4T2) (n2A2-1·4T2)2 .

If the primary jitter spectrum GT can be considered fiat, then

(22)

where the approximation of equation (20) has been used.
The expression

(23)

is a rough approximation (10 to 15%) to equation (21) over the normal range of A and T, taking
n = 20. Using this value in equation (22) gives

(24)

As was indicated in Section 3.1, the phase-advance time constaJ1t T is intimately related to S, the
missile control-loop stiffness, in order to maintain adequate damping. The relationship can be

derived as follows:
For the linear system,

or
hllf = SX(p)Y(p) (hB-hn )

h, = SX(p) Y(p) h
111 1 + SX(p)Y(p) E'

where hM , hB are missile and beam displacements (see Fig. 1).
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Substituting for Y(p) and X(p) from equations (17) and (18), and neglecting the impurity term
in the latter (n --+ co ),

h
M

= 8ww2(1 +pr) hE
j p2(p2 + 2uwwwP + ww2) + 8ww2(1 +pr)

8ww2(1 +pr) h
( 2 2 ' -, ,2) (2 2 2) B'P + Uw Ww p+ww P + UeWcP+wc

Equating coefficients in the denominator of the last two expressions,

and (25)

The frequency and damping of the ww' mode is very similar to the weathercock mode, this being
hardly affected by closing the control loop. Approximately therefore uw' = Uw and ww' = Ww'
Substituting in equation (25),

1
we2 = 8 or We = -,

a
and

2uw
r = -- + 2uca .

Ww

Inserting this value in equation (24) gives

a = y(30GT ) (~-; + 2uca) A3/2.

(26)

(27)

3.4. The Minimum Mean Miss Distance.

Equations (11), (27) and (15) enable the mean miss distance D to be found, subject to the approxi

mations already noted. With one further approximation it is possible to deduce analytically the
values of the parameters which give the minimum mean miss distance, without regard to the

dispersion about this mean.
The relation expressed by equation (11) is shown graphically in Fig. 3, where g1kl!gS is plotted

against 8elgs with elay2 as a parameter; and also in Fig. 4, which shows elay2 as a function of
8ay2!gs with g1H!gS as the parameter. Each curve of Fig. 3 is asymtotic to erf (elay2), so that,
for infinite stiffness,

(28)

The curves show that, for constant a, the missile lag 10 decreases monotonically with increasing
stiffness, and that the minimum value is approached very rapidly. This is still true when a is given
by equation (27), since a decreases with increasing stiffness for all values of A.

Equation (28) is therefore a good approximation to equation (11) over the range of stiffness which
gives the minimum 10; if the working point lies in the curved region, 10 can be decreased appreciably
by increasing the stiffness, i.e. by moving into t];1e flat region where the approximation holds.

From equations (15) and (28)

12



(29)

On substituting for a from equation (27),

[

(D-A2RTO)A3/2 ]

erf V(60GT ) (~; + 2uca)

or

D = [V(60GT) (~; + 2uca) erf-l~:J A-3/2 + A2RTO.

In this expression, the mean miss distance D is obviously a minimum when U JV ' Uc and a are as
small as possible, and Ww large, i.e. the miss distance is least for high weathercock and weave
frequencies and light damping of both modes. The latter result is consistent with the steady-state
assumption implied in the analysis, but, as was the case with the tracker damping discussed earlier
(Section 3.3), light damping ratios are unacceptable for other reasons-e.g. the weathercock damping
must be near critical for the limiting system to be effective.

The optimum value for A is found from CJDjCJA = 0, which gives

A2 = ~~.
7 RTO

Inserting this value in (29)

Dmin = 6·4 [(2U.J'f': + 2uca) V(GT) (RTO)3/4 erf_1gM]4/7j
Ww h

(30)
A

0
2 = ~ l}min

7 RTB

where Dmin and A o denote the v.alues of D and A which satisfy (29) and aDjCJA = O.
The displacement jitter spectral density GT can be written in terms of the angular spectral density

IT:
GT = RM2IT = RT 2IT ,

since R M = RT at strike. Also

gM = RMO + 2R,V1 8.
Equation (30) then becomes

Dmin = 6·4 RT03/7IT2/7 [(~l:; + 2uca) erf-1 (RMO ;s2RM8)T/7}

(31)
A 2 = ~ Dmin

o 7 RTO .

3.5. Optimum Values of a2 and A2.

For each value of a2, therefore, there is an optimum value of the tracker lag (A2) which minimises
the mean miss distance: the minimum decreases with decreasing a2, reaching the absolute minimum
for infinite missile loop stiffness (a 2 = 0).

The above analysis breaks down for very stiff systems, since the approximation (20) is no longer
valid; also, the system could not be made stable for very high loop gains.

It would appear therefore that, from a consideration of mean miss distance only, the missile
stiffness should be as great as is consistent with stability; there is then a corresponding value for
A2 which gives the minimum mean miss distance, and this value is a function of target manoeuvre.

13



4. Three Examples: Comparison with Simulator Results.

4.1. Three numerical examples are given in Table 2. The constants have been chosen to
agree with those for which simulator results have been obtained. The aerodynamic constants are

shown in Table 1, but for this analysis the missile is completely specified by its (modified) weather
cock frequency and damping.

With Uw = 1, Ww = 16, and Uc = 0·5, equation (26) gives

T=0·125+a. (32)

This is plotted in Fig. 2, together with the simulator values of T: equation (32) expresses the

observed relation between T and a fairly accurately.

The target manoeuvre has been taken to be such that

R'l' = 100 000 ft,
and

i.e. the target has a constant acceleration of 2g perpendicular to the beam.

TABLE 1

Aerodynamic Constants

Y" Y r Y{; N v N r N{;
M M 111 c c C

---------------

ft ft rad 1
---_..._...---

sec rad. sec rad. sec2 ft. sec sec sec2

----- -----
-1 2·4 800 1/15 -1 -200

4.2. In the first example the missile acceleration is limited to 109, and the angular spectral
density of the jitter is 0·04 miJ2sec. The minimum mean miss distance and the optimum value of
A2, obtained from equations (31), are shown in rows (c) and (d) of Table 2 for various values of

a2 ; rows (e) and (f) show how the miss distance is distributed between missile lag and beam lag.
The variation of Dmin with a2 is shown graphically in Fig. 5. Doubling the spectral density

(Example III) only increases the minimum miss distance by about 20%, while a decrease of about
4OCX) is obtained by doubling the missile acceleration limits (Example II).

The parameter St/gs is given In row (h), Table 2; comparison with Fig. 3 shows that the
approximation

(28)

is justified, except in the case of the last three columns for Example II: these points lie in the curved
region, so that the approximation gives optimistic results. In this relatively linear system (20g limits),
both the tracker and the missile can be appreciably stiffened to reduce the minimum mean miss
distance.

14



TABLE 2

Miss Distances against a Manoeuvring Target

Target Manoeuvre: R'I,(j = 2g. Target Range: 100000 ft

EXAMPLE I

-_.. ~---_._-- ------

Jitter Spectral Density 0·04 mil2sec

Missile Acceleration Limit 109

--------------------.

I
I I I

I

(a) Missile acceleration lag [sec2] a2 0·1 0·2 0·3 0·4 0·5
!

I

(b) Phase-advance time constant T 0·44- 0·57 0·67 0·76 0·83
(= 0·125 + a) [sec]

(c) Optimum tracker acceleration A2 0·332 0·385 0·421 0·450 0·4760

lag [sec2]

(d) Minimum mean miss distance Dmin 49 57 62 67
I

71
[ft]

I

I

(e) Mean lag of missile behind·· e 28 33 35 38 41
beam [ft]

(f) Mean lag of beam behind target A
0
2RT(j 21 24 27 29 30

[ft]

(g) R.M.S. phase-advanced jitter a 111 128 140 150 159
[ft]

(h) Ratio of mean limiter input to Se 0·885 0·514 0·374 ! 0·298 0·254
limiting acceleration

- !
I,gs II

I

(i) Ratio of r.m.s. limited jitter to a' 0·90 0·84 0·78 0·74 0·70
limiting acceleration

~

gs
----

(j) Effective stiffness for jitter a' 2·7 2·1 1·78 1·57 1· 41
[ft/sec2/ft]

~

a

(k) Nominal stiffness [ft/sec2/ft] S 10 5 3·3 2·5 2
(= 1/a2) I

I

(1) Missile dispersion [ft] 78 66 60 i 57 54U1fl
:

(m) Total r.m.s. miss distance D r .m .s . I 92 87 86 87 88
(D2min + UM2)1/2 [ft]

I
-_.~.- _..~ ....,._~----_., .. ,,_.__ ..__._---~---,..._-
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TABLE 2-continued

----------------------------------------------- ------

EXAMPLE II

._-_..__._._..-- --
~-'-._.- ..._.,--_._----

Jitter Spectral Density O' 04 miJ2sec

Missile Acceleration Limit 20g

-_.-

I
I

--

(a) Missile acceleration lag [sec2] a2 0·1 0·2 0·3 0·4 0·5

(b) Phase-advance time constant 0·44 0·57 0·67 I 0·76 0·83T

!
I

(= 0·125 + a) [sec]

(c) Optimum tracker acceleration A2 0·223 0·258 0·283 0·303 0·3200

lag [sec2]

I
-----

(d) Minimum mean miss distance
I

Dmin 33 38 42 45 48
[ft]

(e) Mean lag of missile behind 19
i

22 24 26e 27
beam [ft]

---------
(f) Mean lag of beam behind target A 02RTB 14 16 18 19 21

[ft]

(g) R.M.S. phase-advanced jitter a 148 173 190 202 214
[ft]

I

(h) Ratio of mean limiter input to Se 0·293 ! 0·172 0·125 0·100 0·085
limiting acceleration

_...._-
gs

<

(i) Ratio of r.m.s. limited jitter to a 0·88 0·78 0·70 0·62 0·57
limiting acceleration

-

gs

(j) Effective stiffness for jitter a
, 3·8 2·88 2·35 1·96 1·70

[ft/sec2/ft]
--

a

(k) Nominal stiffness [ft/sec2/ft] S 10 5 3·3 2·5 2
(= 1/a2)

(1) Missile dispersion [ft] aM 88 71 64
<

60 57

I
----

(m) Total r.m.s. miss distance Dr .m .s. 94 81 76 75 74
(D2min + aAl)1/2 [ft]

I
i
I
I

-----~..,._._. ---------_.__.__._-._----.~-- ---------,..._-~----
~- -------
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TABLE 2-continued

- "--,._._~-~,_ ....,_..__.,-~

EXAMPLE III

-,--~._-----_.-

Jitter Spectral Density 0·08 mil2sec

Missile Acceleration Limit 109

-

I I I
(a) Missile acceleration lag [sec2] a2 0·1 0·2 0·3 0·4 0·5

(b) Phase-advance time constant T 0·44 0·57 0·67 0·76 I 0·83
(= 0·125 + a) [sec]

(c) Optimum tracker acceleration A2 0·404 0·470 0·514 0·548 0·5800

lag [sec2]

(d) Minimum mean miss distance Dmin 60 70 76 82 87
[ft]

(e) Mean lag of missile behind e 34 40 43 47 50
beam [ft]

(f) Mean lag of beam behind target A o2RT e 26 30 33 35 37
[ft]

(g) R.M.S. phase-advanced jitter a 135 157 171 i 184 194
[ft]

(h) Ratio of mean limiter input to Se 1·07 0·625 0·454 0·366 0·309
limiting acceleration

-

gs

(i) Ratio of r.m.s. limited jitter to a' 0·91 0·86 0·81 0·78 0·75
limiting acceleration

-
gs

(j) Effective stiffness for jitter a' 2·15 1·75 1·52 1·35 1·24
[ftjsec2jft]

-
a

(k) Nominal stiffness [ftjsec2jft] S 10 5 3·3 2·5 2
(= Ija2)

(1) Missile dispersion [ft] aM 110 90 83 81 78

(m) Total r.m.s. miss distance D r .m .s. 125 113 112 114 115
(D2min + aM2)1/2 [ft]

17
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The optimum value of A2 is not very critical; the variation of D with A2 is illustrated in Fig. 6
for a2 = 0·3, Example I. For large values of A2 the approximation (28) breaks down, and the miss
distance increases rather more rapidly in this region than is indicated on the diagram.

4.3. Simulator results for the above three examples are compared in Table 3 with those obtained
from the present theory. In the simulator results an optimum value is given for both a2 and A2, and
these are shown in the simulator columns for each example. The theory does not indicate an optimum
value for a2 other than zero (i.e. the missile control-loop stiffness should be as high as stability
considerations allow), but for comparison the simulator values of this parameter have been taken.

The second column shows the mean miss distance as given by equation (29) for the simulator values

of a2 and A2, while the third column gives the minimum mean miss distance and the optimum A2

for the given a2, from equations (30).

TABLE 3

Comparison of Simulator and Theoretical Results

Example I Example II Example III

---_.__..- --

I

--_.. ------

Theory Theory Theory

----------- -----~

I

Simulator {Equa- Optimum Simulator {Equa- Optimum Simulator {Equa- Optimum
(optimum) tion {equa- (optimum) tion {equa- (optimum) tion {equa-

(29)} tions (29)} tions (29)} tions
(30)} (30)} (30)},

a2 sec2 0·448 0·448 0·448 0·257 0·257 0·257 0·591 O· 5911 0·591

A2 sec2 0·269 0·269 0·462 0·154 0·154 0·268 0·355 0·355 0·596
I -
I

Miss dist. D 66 76 69 40 45 40 87
1
100 89

ft
i

In all three cases there is close agreement for the minimum miss distances; the theoretical values
of A2 for which they occur are all somewhat higher than the corresponding simulator values. Also

the theory indicates that the mean miss distance can be reduced by increasing the missile control

loop stiffness, subject to the conditions noted in Section 3.5.

The simulator results are for a fixed ratio of weathercock-like to weave frequencies. Since the
weave frequency is very nearly l/a, a change of stiffness implies a change of weathercock frequency
to maintain the constant ratio. In the theory the weathetcock frequency is fixed, so that the ratio
alters when the stiffness is varied, and the two sets of results-simulator and theoretical-are there
fore not strictly comparable.

The effect of this variation should however be small, since the weathercock frequency Ww can
vary appreciably without greatly altering either T or the mean miss distance {ef. equations (26)
and (31)}.
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(34)

5. Miss Distance for a Distribution of Accelerating Targets.

5.1. Equations (31) can be further simplified by making use of the approximation

erf-lgM = O·9 gM ,
gs gs

which holds over the range 0 :,;;; gMlgs < 0·4. Higher values of gMlgs are of no interest, since in the
presence of the degree of jitter envisaged the miss distances are excessive: that is, the missile must
be able to withstand much more than the expected legitimate accelerations demanded of it.

With this approximation, equations (31) reduce to

Dmin = 6RT(j3/7IT2/7 [(~; + 2uca) (RM(j ;s2R
M

O)T/7
)

(33)

Ao2 = 2·56 IT2/7 [(~: + 2uca) (RM + 2RM~) / gST7.

5.2. The above equations (33) show that the optimum value for the tracker acceleration lag

depends on the ratio 0l(j and on the range of engagement RT (= RM at strike), so that in order to

select an overall optimum it is necessary to assess the distributions of°and (j for likely target courses.

For the particular class of targets for which

equations (33) give

Dmin = 6RT(jIT2
/
7 [(~T; + 2Uca) ::T/7

, }

A o2 = 2·56 I T 2/7 [(~; + 2uca) ::f7

,

which show that for a fixed engagement range the optimum tracker acceleration lag is independent
of the target acceleration perpendicular to the beam.

The minimum mean miss distance is now directly proportional to target acceleration RT(j, so
that if a distribution of targets is considered for which RT(j ~ 2R"uO, the miss distances will have
the same distribution. If, for example, the target acceleration distribution is gaussian with variance

aT2
,

and

R.M.S. (Mean Miss Dist.) = 6IT2/7 [(~: + 2Uca) RTTn aT'

Thus the values quoted for Dmin in Table 2 may be regarded as r.m.s. mean miss distances against
a distribution of target accelerations with a variance of 2g, where each member of the target

p~pulation is assumed to be such that RT(j ~ 2RM O, and to have a steady acceleration which
persists for a sufficient duration before impact to allow the tracker and'missile control systems to
have reached the steady state for which the analysis holds. In addition, there exists at the input to
the system a random signal with spectral density IT' which may be attributed either to target
motion or to radar jitter, or a combination of both.
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The r.m.s. mean miss distance in this context is not the same as the r.m.s. miss distance when
attacking a single manoeuvring target in the presence of jitter: this is discussed in the next

paragraph.

6. The Jitter Components of Missile Motion.

6.1. Equations (32) give the minimum mean miss distance in the presence of jitter and of
acceleration limits, and the value of A2 for which this minimum occurs. There will also be a

dispersion a ,lt about the mean given by

X(jw) Y(jw)Z(jw)

1 + .~~ X(jw) Y(jw)
a

2

GTdw, (13)

and an acceleration dispersion gJ, where

2

GTdw. (14)

Equations (13) and (14) are of the same form as for the linear system, with a'ia replacing the
missile stiffness 8. The quantity a'l a is therefore the effective stiffness: that is, the missile jitter in

the presence of limits and stiffness 8 is the same as would be obtained without limits but with the

reduced stiffness a'Ia.

The ratio a'ia can be evaluated by using equations (11) and (12). The curves of Fig. 7 are derived

from these equations; a'igs is plotted as a function of 8€lgs with elay2 as a parameter.

The evaluation of a ' Ia is illustrated in Table 2 for each of the three examples. The missile lag e

is obtained from

so that Stlgs is known. (8 = lla2).

Also

(15)

ay2

From (15) and (28),

erf-1 gift ~ O. 9 ~il! .

gs gs
(28)

(35)1 gs 2"
a = o~-'\72 g~ (Dmin - Ao RT 8).

The parameters 8€lgs and €lay2 suffice to determine a'igs from Fig. 7: and this value together
with equation (35) gives the effective stiffness a'Ia.

Table 2, row (j), shows the effective stiffness for each value of a2 , when the mean miss distance
has been minimised according to equations (31). For comparison, the nominal stiffness (lla2 ) is

given in row (k). The reduction in stiffness is greatest in Example III (large jitter and 109. limits),
and least in II (half the jitter and 20g limits), while I is the intermediate case.

6.2. The missile dispersion aM and jitter acceleration gJ can now be obtained from equations

(13) and (14), which can be evaluated either with a simulator (without limits) or graphically. The
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results of graphical integration for aM are tabulated in row (1) of Table 2. The dispersion decreases
and Dmin increases with increasing a2, and there is an optimum value of a2 which minimises the
r.m.s. miss distance:

D - [D 2 + 2]1/2rms - min aM • (36)

(37)

This gives optimum values for both the tracker and the missile acceleration lags. The minimum
r.m.s. miss distance {row (m)} occurs when a2 is in the region 0·2 to 0,4, in all three cases: but the
miss distance is not very sensitive to variations of A2 and a2 about their optimum values.

The above procedure minimises the r.m.s. miss distance when the mean miss distance has itself
been minimised with respect to A2.

A study of Fig. 7 shows that over the normal range of values a' /gs depends only on the ratio
(8e/gs)/(e/av2), that is on 8av2/gs. The relation is shown in Fig. 8, where a'/gs is plotted
against 8 av2/gs .

From equation (27),

.8;:2 = v(60GT ) (~; + 2uca) / a2gs Ao31
2

•

It was shown in Section 5.2 that the optimum tracker acceleration lag is independent of the target
acceleration if RT 8~ 2j(1l8. It follows from equation (37) and Fig. 8 that 0"/0', and hence the
missile dispersion and jitter acceleration, are also independent of the mean target acceleration.

The values of 0"/0' and aM given in Table 2 are therefore applicable to any target manoeuvre for
which RT8~ 2RM8, provided that gM/gS is not greater than about 0·4.

7. The Miss Distance in Three Dimensions.

7.1 The discussion so far has been restricted to two dimensions, but the results obtained can
readily be extended to cover the three-dimensional case.

Let the beam angle 8 be measured in the plane in which the beam is accelerating; this involves
no loss of generality if RT 8 is taken to be the resultant lag due to azimuth and elevation tracking lags.
The plane thus defined is parallel to the missile fly-plane. (Without acceleration limits the planes
are coincident.)

Suppose that the pitch plane of the (cruciform) missile makes an angle r:p with the fly-plane. Then
the accelerations demanded in pitch and yaw are

It will be assumed that gs refers to the safe acceleration limit in each plane, i.e. a maximum of
V2gs is allowed in a bisecting plane. Equation (28) then gives

and
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(38)

Making use of approximation (20), U z ~ uy = u. Then the total missile lag is

(£z2+ cy2)112 = y2 U [(erf-I6'~~;:s<Pr + (erf-1gM;:n<Prr
2

This expression averaged over <p gives the average missile lag.

H as in Section 5 the approximation erf-1x = O· 9x (x < O· 4) is used equation (38) reduces to

(cz2+ £y2)112 = 0·9 y2 ugM/gS

= c, from (28),

and therefore the mean miss distance D' is given by

D' = C + A2RT iJ,

so that the mean miss distance is identical with that for two-dimensional case.

7.2. The dispersions Ull1z and Ul11y in the two planes will not in general be the same, smce
they depend on Cz and t y • The equation for the pitch plane corresponding to (12) is

I 2 2 2 I(S2 2 S2 2 2) [ f (Stz + gs) f (sez - gS)JUz = gs - gM cos <p + 2 Uz + Cz -gs er -Su
z
y2 - er Su

z
y2

J( 2) (S2cz2+ gi) [ tzgs . czgsJ- SUz - exp ---------~- gs cosh -- + SCz smh ~- ,
7r 2S2uz2 SUz2 SUz2

with a similar equation for Uy'. The ratios uz'/uz and uy'/uy thus obtained enable the dispersions
Ull1z and U111y to be found from equation (13).

H the stiffness, phase advance, etc. are identical in each channel any difference between UMz and
UMy will be due only to the inequality of Cz and t y • However, it was shown in Section 6.2 that
the missile dispersion is rather independent of the mean acceleration, and therefore of ez and til .

Hence

so that the total scatter is

(UjUz2 + UM1I2)1/2 = y2 UM ,

where UM is the two-dimensional dispersion.

7.3. The above results give for the total r.m.s. miss distance

Drms' = [D2 + 2UM2]1/2

where D, Dl'm~ and UM are the values defined above (Section 2.4) for the two-dimensional case.

8. Summary of Assumptions and Approximations.

8.1. The approximations made in the foregoing paragraphs are reviewed below. Three
assumptions have been adopted to arrive at a set of equations which describe the non-linear system;
they are as follows:

(i) A steady state exists. This is satisfied if the mean target acceleration persists for, say, three
or four periods of the control weave frequency.
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(ii) The noise distribution at the input to the limits is gaussian. The distribution must be specified
if account is to be taken of the limits, and this seems a reasonable choice.

(iii) The limiter reduces the magnitude of the Spectral Density without altering its frequency

distribution. The output variance a', given by equation (12), defines f: G' dw, so that the assump

tion serves to define G', the spectral density after limiting. The error incurred can be found by the
method of Appendix II: its effect on results deduced from an analysis based on the assumption can

only be gauged by experiment.
These three assumptions lead to equations (10) to (16), from which the mean and r.m.s. miss

distances, the missile jitter displacement and jitter acceleration can be determined. The equations
are given in terms of RT , () and 8, which are determined by the target motion.

8.2. In order to find analytically the best values for the main parameters, it is necessary to
introduce further approximations which simplify the equations. These are given below.

(iv) The spectrum of the phase-advanced error is unaffected by the jitter of the missile. This is
discussed in Section 3.2, and leads to equation (20).

(v) The spectral density of the primary jitter GT is constant over the frequency range of interest.
This is the assumption currently adopted in the absence of more precise information. If GT has

some other distribution, the appropriate function must be included in the integrals of equations

(13), (14) and (20).
These two approximations allow the calculation of the phase-advanced error spectrum from the

noise bandwidth of tracker plus phase-advanced network. The resulting expression (21) leads to

high-order algebraic equations for the optimum values, so that the approximation

(vi) a ~ y(30GT )T/A3/2 is used. The additional approximation

(vii) erf e/ay2 ~ gM/gs for equation (11) leads to a solution for the optimum value of A2 for the
minimum mean miss distance. These in turn enable the effective stiffness to be obtained, from which
the dispersion and acceleration due to jitter can be found for each value of a2• The latter can then
be chosen to minimise the r.m.s. miss-distance.

9. Conclusions.

9.1. The methods adopted for dealing with the non-linear system appear to give reasonable
results-the specific examples evaluated agree quite well with simulator estimates. The agreement
is sufficiently close to allow the extension of the method to similar problems-e.g. the effect of
further non-linearities in the system-with the expectation of fairly accurate results, using the same
basic assumptions.

9.2. The results obtained show that, while optimum values exist for most of the parameters
considered, they can be varied considerably without appreciably affecting the Lm.S. miss distance
at least against targets for which 8 is constant. This indicates that the system constants can be
chosen from considerations other than that of minimising the miss distance.

9.3. If the values assumed for the jitter spectral density and for the target manoeuvre are
representative, the theory indicates that the ratio of the missile acceleration limit to the maximum
legitimate acceleration demand (gS/gM) should not be less than about 5, in order to maintain a
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reasonable performance against targets whose courses demand this maximum acceleration from the

missile. A smaller ratio leads to excessive miss distances, while increasing the ratio beyond about 5

does not bring about a worthwhile decrease in miss distance in relation to the increased weight and

cost of the missile.

9.4. The r.m.s. miss distance is practically constant over the range a2 = 0·2 to O· 5, so that

this parameter can be chosen independently. It is preferable that a given r.m.s. miss distance should

consist mostly of a steady bias with only a small dispersion, since this condition gives the least

induced drag and reduces the demands on the control-surface actuators and oil supplies. These

considerations point to a value of the missile acceleration lag in the neighbourhood of O· 5.

9.5. The analysis is restricted to target courses giving rise to a constant angular acceleration

of the beam and a constant linear acceleration of the missile. No target fulfils these conditions, but
they approximate with varying accuracy to a number of possible target trajectories at long range.
It was shown in Section 5.2 that, for targets subject to the further restriction that RTiJ }> 2[(\/), the
optimum value of the tracker lag A2 is independent of R'I'iJ~that is, of the target acceleration perpen
dicular to the beam. This however is not the case for other targets: if for example the target describes
a circle around the tracker at constant velocity, the optimum tracker lag is infinite {equation (31)},
since iJ = O. Practically this means that the tracker lag can be made very large without producing
any beam lag; the consequent reduction in bandwidth reduces the beam jitter and hence the missile
lag and dispersion.

For targets which do not conform to the above conditions, the damping factors I) (for the tracker)

and Uc (for the missile) will have a considerable influence. For a moderately damped system the

steady state is approached more quickly, but the miss distance is increased due to jitter; while a
lightly damped system reduces the miss distance for 'steady-state targets' but also reduces the

chance of reaching a steady state.

It is evident therefore that a more detailed study of target courses is required, weighted according

to their frequency of occurrence and to the desirability of destruction. The system can then be

re-assessed in the light of this information: it may then be desirable to vary the tracker parameters~

particularly the acceleration lag~according to the type of engagement.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

A2 Steady-state angular acceleration lag of tracker sec2

a2 Steady-state linear acceleration lag of the missile sec2

D Meon mi" di,tanee ) ft

Dmin Minimum mean miss distance for two dimensions ft

Drms R.M.S. miss distance ft

D', etc. Miss distances for three dimensions ft

GT Spectral Density of primary radar jitter ft2 sec

GB Spectral Density of beam jitter ft 2 sec

Ge Spectral Density at input to missile control system ft2 sec

G Spectral Density at output of phase-advance network ft2 sec

G' Spectral Density at output of the limiter, i.e. the demanded
acceleration ft2 sec-3

GM Spectral Density of the missile jitter ft 2 sec-3

gT Target acceleration perpendicular to beam ft sec-2

gM Missile acceleration perpendicular to beam ft sec-2

gs Maximum permissible lateral acceleration of the missile ft sec-2

hT Instantaneous displacement of target ft

hB In'tantaneou, di,ploeement of beam } fmm 0 'poee dotum ft

hM Instantaneous displacement of missile ft

<hT>, etc. Mean displacement of target, etc., from a space datum £t

iT Angular spectral density of radar jitter sec

K A constant of the tracker

n A constant of the phase-advance network

RT Range of target from tracker ft

RM Range of missile from tracker ft

S Stiffness of missile control loop sec-2

Uc Damping ratio of the missile control weave

Uw Damping ratio of the missile weathercock mode
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LIST OF SYMBOLS-continued

X(p) Transfer function of the phase-advance network

Y(p) Transfer function of the missile relating control-surface deflection

to lateral displacement

Z( p) Transfer function of the tracker, relating the target angle to the
beam angle

I) Damping ratio of tracker

f: Mean lag of missile behind beam ft

, Control-surface deflection expressed in units of demanded lateral
acceleration ft sec-2

() Sight-line angle from tracker to target rad

UT 2 Variance of radar jitter ft

U [;2 Variance of beam jitter ft

U2 Variance at output of phase-advance network ft

U'2 Variance at output of limiter, i.e. the variance of the demanded

acceleration ft sec-2

T Time constant of the phase-advance network sec

W u Frequency of missile control weave rad. sec-1

W w Frequency of missile weathercock mode rad. sec-1

!:!.W'l' Noise bandwidth of the tracker rad. sec-1

!:!.W Noise bandwidth of the combination of tracker and phase-advance
network rad. sec-1
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APPENDIX I

The Effect of Limits on a Combination of Signal and Noise

The input to the limiting device consists of a steady bias x representing the true error signal,
together with random fluctuations having a mean value of zero and an amplitude distribution ep(y).
The distribution of the combination is then ep(y - x).

The. limiter is assumed to be such that

V' = V,

V' = L,

V' = -L,

-L< V<L,

V~L,

-L ~ V,

where the input is V and the output V'.
The proportion of amplitudes lying between the limits is

so that the contribution to the mean of these amplitudes is

The probability that V exceeds L is

J: ep(y - x)dy,

and all of these amplitudes have the value L after limiting, Their contribution to the mean IS

therefore

L J: ep(y-x)dy.

Similarly, the amplitudes which are less than - L give

J
-L

- L -00 ep(y - x)dy.

The mean output is therefore

<y> = J~L yep(y - x)dy + L J: ep(y - x)dy - L J~: ep(y - ,1!)dy

= .JL-X (x +x)<p(x)dx + L Joo <p(x)dx - L J-(L+X) rp(x)dx.
-(L+x) L-x -00

An exactly similar argument gives the mean square output

<y2) = JL-X (x + x)2<p(x)dx + V Joo ep(x)dx + V J-(LI-X) 'p(x)dx.
-(L+x) L-x -00
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For a gaussian distribution,

1 (X
2
)rp(X) = CV7T exp - C2 '

where 1/ C is the modulus of precision. Substitution of this value in the above equations gives

1 _ (X + L) 1 _ X- L. C (X2 + £2). 2xL<y) = 2(x+L) erf -c - 2(x-L) erf-C - -V; exp - -C-2 smh C2

and

(C2 ) [ (X+ L) (X- L)J<y2) = L2 + 1 2. + x2 - L2 erf -----c- - erf -----c- -

C (X2 + L2) [ 2xL . 2XLJ- - exp - ---- L cosh - + xsmh--V 7T C2 C2 C2 .
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APPENDIX II

The Spectral Density of a Stationary Random Process

after a N on-Linear Device

1. In studying the effect of noise on the performance of a servo-mechanism or similar system,
one is usually interested in the mean square value (and possibly other moments) at various points
in the network-notably at the output. In a linear system this is completely specified by a knowledge
of the spectral density of the noise at anyone point, without reference to its amplitude distribution.

Thus, if at the input to a network having the transfer function F(p) the spectral density is Gin' the
output spectral density is given by

Gout = [F(jw)12Gin ,

and the mean square value of the output is

For a non-linear device (such as a rectifier or limiter) which is insensitive to frequency, a knowledge
of the amplitude distribution is sufficient to define the statistical properties of the output, as shown
in Appendix 1. The frequency distribution is in this case irrelevant, although it will of course be
modified by the non-linear circuit.

The case in which the non-linear device forms part of an otherwise linear but frequency-sensitive
system, is more complicated. This situation arises in the case of the beam rider, where the limits are
followed by the missile transfer function Yep), and we are interested in the mean square value after
Yep). This can only be obtained if the spectral density after limiting is known-the mean square
value after limiting is by itself insufficient since yep) is frequency sensitive. On the other hand, the
spectral density after a non-linear device is not uniquely determined by the input spectral density
alone-its amplitude distribution must also be specified.

2. Given these properties of the input-its spectral density and amplitude probability density
it is possible to deduce the spectral density after the non-linearity. In the analysis it is more con
venient to deal with the correlation function rather than the spectral density. The former is defined as

1 JTR(T) = ~~~ 2T -T V(t)V(t+T)dt,

where Vet), V(t+ T) are the instantaneous values of the inputs at times t and t + T respectively.
The correlation function and the spectral density are intimately related-in fact they are Fourier

Transforms of each other:

R(T) = f: G(w) cos WT dw

and

2 froG(w) = - R(T)cosWTdw.
1T 0

3. There are two methods for finding R'(T), the output correlation function. The first, due to
Van Vleck and North1 is to integrate the bivariate probability density of V( t) and V( t + T) over
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(11.1)

the domains allowed by the non-linear device. V(t) and V(t+ T) can be considered as two random

but correlated variables, and if the distribution of each is gaussian the joint probability density is

P{V(t), V(t + Tn = P(xI , x2)

(fLllfL22 - fLI2
2
)-li2 [- fL22Xl

2 - fLllX22+ 2fL12XIX2]
=---------- --- exp ----------_._---------- ,

27T 2(fLllfL22 - fL12
2

)

where Xl' x2 have been written for V(t), V(t + T) respectively.
fLu, fL22 are the second moments of the XI'S and the x2's, while fLl2 is a measure of the correlation

between them.

Thus
fLu = <XI

2) = <V(t)2) = a2 = R(O)

fL22 = <X22) = <V(t+T)2) = a2 = R(O)
and

Inserting these values

P{ V(t), V(t + T)} = P(xl , x2)

= (R(O)2~2:(T)2)112 exp [~~(O~~d~~2X~)~~~(1~1:2J

We wish to find R'(T), the correlation function after the non-linear device. This is the average

value of xt'x2', where Xl" x2' are instantaneous output amplitudes corresponding to the inputs

Xl' X2· The product xt'x2' is c1varly a function of Xl and x2:

Xl' x2' = f(x l , x2),

where the nature of the function is determined by the non-linear device.

Thc average valuc of any function f(x l , x2) is, from (11.1)

J:,,, dXI J:" dxd(xl , X2)P(XI , x2),

so that

R'(T) = J:w dXI J:'''J dxd(xl , x2) (R(O)~~2§('/zr_~2 x

x exp [~ ]{(?h~i;o-;2~~)~~~~(TlX
I

X
2
] •

The spectral density at the output is then given by

G'(w) = 2Joo R'(T)COSWTdT.
7T 0

(11.2)

(11.3)

4. The Linear Rectifier.

4.1. The function f(x l , x2) wil1 in general be different for different ranges of Xl and X 2 • A

simple example is a linear rectifier, which is such that

{

V,V>O
V'-

0, V:( 0

(V, V' are instantaneous values of input and output respectively).
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In this case therefore

so that from (II.2)

This reduces to

R'(7) = ~~) [p {; + tan-1 C/(/-p2))} + Y(1-p2)],

where p = R(7)/R(O), the normalised autocorrelation function of the input.

(11.4)

4.2. Input Spectral Density Constant with Frequency.

If the spectral density at the input to the linear rectifier is constant with frequency, the input
autocorrelation function is a delta function at 7 = O.

Thus

R'(7) = R(~ = a
2

,
2 2

R(O) a2

= 27T = 27T'

so that, from (II.4)

p = 1,

= 0,

7 = 0

7 =1= 0,

7 = 0

7 =1= 0

where a2 is the variance at the input.
The constant term a2/27T represents the d.c. term of magnitude a/ y(27T) produced by rectification

of the noise: it will appear as a delta function at W = 0 in the output spectral density. The term
R(O)/2 at 7 = 0 gives a spectral density that is constant with frequency.

Thus the linear rectifier does not alter the shape of the spectral density if the input is 'white noise'.
The r.m.s. output is a/y2, and a d.c. term of magnitude a/y(27T) is produced.

4.3. Input Spectral Density Constant up to Cut-off Frequency.

If the input power spectrum is constant up to frequency wo, and zero thereafter, then

J
Wo k2

R(7) = k2cos W7 dw = -- sin W07,
o 7

where

Thus

and

= 0,

W < Wo

W > Woo

R(7) sin W07
p = R(O) = ~;;:;-.
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(11.5)

Substituting this value for p in (11.4), and then using (II.3),

J{ (sin WOT)2}]+ 1 - - WOT cos WT dT.

On putting

,_k
2

fOO[sinx{7T -1( sin x/x )}
G (w) -;:;'2 0 x 2 + tan y{l - (sin X/X)2} +

+ J{1- (Si: Xf} - 1] cos :0 x dx + :: f~ cos :0 x dx.

This expression for the output spectral density is plotted in Fig. 9, omitting the second integral,
which represents the d.c. term. It will be seen that the action of the rectifier is to spread the
spectrum in the neighbourhood of the cut-off frequency. The spread becomes less as W o is increased:
in the limiting case of Wo -)- 00, the spectrum remains unchanged, as was shown in Section 4.2.

The output mean square value is R'(O), and can be found by putting p = 1 (its value at T = 0)

in equation (II.4)

R'(O) = R(O) = k
2
w O = a

2

2 2 2'

so that the Lm.S. output is a/ Y2.
The d.c. term is given by y{R'( 00 )}, since the autocorrelation of a constant 1( is 1(2.

Thus

L· L' sin WOT 0
1m p = 1m ---- = ,

T:~?-CO T"---+oo WOT

and, from (11.4)

so that the d.c. term is a/Y(27T).
Alternatively, the d.c. term may be found from the output spectral density G'(w), equation (11.5).

The second integral of this equation is a delta singularity at W = 0, so that its area is the square of

the d.c. term, given by

f

OO k2 foo W k2w a2
o dW;2 0 cos W

o
x dx = 27T~ = 2;;"

The d.c. term is therefore a/y(27T), as before.
The mean and r.m.s. outputs can of course be obtained directly from a consideration of the

amplitude distribution of the input, as was shown in Appendix 1 for the case of the limiter. The
input distribution is assumed to be gaussian, so that

Mean Output = c~; f~ x exp (- ~~) dx = 2~7T = a/y(27T) ,

and

1 foo (X
2
)Mean Square Output = C--\!7T 0 x2exp - C 2 dx =
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These values agree with those deduced above from the output autocorrelation function and
spectral density.

5. The Limiter.

For the limiter, defined by

V' = V

=L

= - L,

the required function is

-L<V<L

V~L

V:::;; - L,

XIX2, - L < Xl < L, - L < X2 < L

Lx2, Xl ~ L, - L < X2 < L

- Lx2, Xl:::;; - L, - L < X2 < L

LXI' - L < Xl < L, x2 ~ L

XI'X2' = f(xll X2) = - LXI' - L < Xl < L, x2 :::;; - L

L2, Xl ~ L, X2~ L

L2 Xl :::;; -L, X2 :::;; -L,

- L2, Xl ~ -L, X2 :::;; -L

- L2, Xl :::;; - L, X2~ L.

Substitution for f(xl , x~) in (II.2) gives R'(7") as the sum of nine double integrals corresponding
to the nine domains of f(xl , x2):

R'(7") = fL dXI fL dX2XlX2P + L fro dXI fL dX2X2P--L -L L-L

where
P _ {R(O)2 - R(7")2}-1/2 [- R(O) (X12+ X22) + 2R(7")XIX2]

- 27T exp 2{R(O)2 _ R(7")2} .

This gives a definite expression for R'( 7") in terms of R(7"), R(O) and L, and the output spectral
density is then given by (II.3). The expression is obviously too complex to use in the analysis of
the beam rider, but it is possible to estimate the error involved in the assumption of Section 3.2 of
the main text for a given case.
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6. The second method uses the fact that a number of non-linear devices can be described as a

contour integral of the form

V' = 1~ f f(iu)eiVudu,
27T c

where the contour is chosen to fit the device. This avoids integrating over a number of domains,

as is necessary in the above method, but the particular case of the limiter again leads to integrals

which are difficult to evaluate.

7. The results of Section 4 show that for the particular case of white noise with a given cut-off

frequency, the spectral density is not greatly altered by a linear rectifier (Fig. 9). It is reasonable

to suppose that this conclusion is also valid for the limiter, since the latter introduces a more

symmetrical and less severe form of distortion. The difference between input and output spectral

densities will be most marked at the higher frequencies, but the filtering action of the missile will

tend to reduce the error introduced by assuming that the spectral densities before and after limiting

are in fact identical.
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